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835 Processing 
 

This document explains the process for the financial staff to work incoming 835s from the state.  The module’s 
capabilities include rebilling claims due to invalid NPIs or Zip code submitted, recouping payments from 
providers who were paid in error and accepting denials.  

Navigate to the module by choosing: 

 

   
 
This module allows finance staff to search for claim batches coming back from the state.  The finance staff is 
then able to work denials 

First, enter the filter information to find the claim batch you want to work on. 

 

Highlight the batch you want to work. By clicking on Details it will display the individual claims within that 835.   
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Note that this section defaults to show both paid and denied claims. Notice the various criteria you can search 
for. 

 

 

 
In the 835 Processing Detail section, you are able to work the denials.   

 If you decide not to rebill the denial, you can click the Accept checkbox and then the Save button.   
 If you decide to rebill it, fix the issue in AlphaMCS, then click the Rebill checkbox, then the Save button.   
 If you choose the claim was approved and paid in error, choose Recoup checkbox, then Save. 

 
**NOTE**  Information editable include Rendering NPI, Site NPI and Zip code.  This recoup process reverts the 
paid claim to denied status which is then sent to the GL (general ledger) which will create a credit memo and 
recoup the monies from the next batch of paid claims. 

The next time a file is sent to the state, this claim will be included with its new information. 

 Every Thursday we create the 837 to the state at 4am (so updated attending provider reports have to be 
in by that time or Wednesday. 

 We receive the response 835 every Monday and it is placed in the MCO’s FTP (MCS Folder\in\835) 
 This process runs every night at 9:45. 
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Scroll to the right 

 

 

 

 

 

TOPICS COVE 

 

 

 

 
**NOTE** as you work claims, they will disappear from your screen, allowing new claims to show. 

 

**NOTE** as of buid release on 10/1/13 there is an additional tile to copy raw 835 text data to a your 
clipboard.  This is only available for 835s   received after this build date. 

 

  

***EDITABLE CLAIMS TO ADJUST FOR REBILLING** 
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Upstream Flow at a Glance 

 

 


